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The Best Jordans Shoes has recieved a couple of colorways inspired by Derek Jeter
and his "Re2pect" Collection. Post retirement, Jeter has teamed up with his brand
sponsor Jordan Brand and released multiple Jordan Is, 9 Cleats and an ultra rare
Jordan XI. Now it looks like Jeter is going for another Jordan I.Leaked by US11, we
have the Jordan I "Re2pect" in Black. Coming in mostly muted tones, the shoe
features the words "Focus", "Fearless", "Discipline", "Passion" and "Re2pect
emblazoned all on the upper of the shoe.
Earlier today, we spoke on how there was an Latest Jordans Shoes movie in the works
featuring a litany of former NBA Stars. However, we mght have also gotten another
preview as well.Taken from Reggie Miller's Instagram story was a photo of Kyrie in
his Uncle Drew alter ego. On his feet though, was an never before seen silo.
Considering that the shoe had the Kyrie logo on the tongue, we are assuming this is
the Kyrie IV.From what we can see, it appears to take elements from both the Kyrie I
(with the jagged tooth midsole), and the Kyrie III (With its overall shape). No word
on release info or if this in fact the Kyrie IV, but let us know your thoughts in
the comment section below.
With the run of the Cheap Jordan Shoes coming to a close, Nike is starting to push
out "What The" colorways of the shoe.Appearing as a GS exclusive, the Kyrie III
takes on some of the GS exclusive colorways from both the Kyrie II and III as part
of this new amalgam colorway. Notable examples are the "Badge of Honor" Kyrie III
and "School Bus" Kyrie II, which both appear on the soles.The "What the" Kyrie III
GS will be available tomorrow Dec. 1 at a retail price of $100.
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